
 

 

WHAT IS CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP? 

From Laura-Jane: the journey and learning process towards becoming more like Jesus. 

From Stephen: Christian Discipleship... a lifelong journey of learning to walk in the shoes of Jesus. 

From Roland - ReachAcross: What is Christian discipleship: trusting and learning from Jesus in every aspect of our lives. 

From Phil, Mahabba: A ‘disciple’ as followers of the Way - student / murid following their teacher ‘murshid’ / Sheik. 

 

WHY DO YOU THINK THE CHURCH IN EUROPE IS IN DECLINE? 

From Simon Interserve GBI: Money, sex and power. 

From Dave: We have failed to be Jesus to the nation. 

From Phil: A failure to contextualise sharing the gospel in a contemporary way. 

From Tanas: Not engaging with the young people. 

From Arthur (OM): Is the church in decline because we are still trying to answer last century's questions? 

From Matt - Frontiers: growth of pluralism taught in schools. 

From Laura-Jane: we promote Christianity rather than Christ following. 

From Tanas: Fear 

From Stephen: Apathy, materialism, lack of prayer, lack of spiritual power...……. 

From Phil, Mahabba: Church in decline …  people fed up with the disconnect between reality and church.  Too many 

simplistic answers 

From Colin: After WW1 and WWII, with a huge amount of hurt, we concentrated on ethics and right behaviour, but did 

poorly is answering the question of "where is God" and "Who is Jesus". We did poorly in pointing to relationship with God 

and agreed that was a private thing, and lost out to the acid of secularism that excludes God. 

 

 

 

 



COMMENTS: 

From Phil, Mahabba: World Council of Churches 

From Simon Interserve GBI: The inherited church is as foreign to most white British as well. 

From Phil, Mahabba: Amen. You encountered Jesus as the WAY to relationship with ABBA. “I am the way the truth and 

life no one comes to the FATHER but through me.” Jn 14:6. 

From Tanas: We need to encourage and support local theologian and writers to do more. 

From Phil, Mahabba: ‘Jesus through Asian Eyes’ 

From Phil, Mahabba: Mahabba Network “loving all Muslims’ is seeking to work with, through and alongside MBBs. 

From Jim, SIL: This has been a struggle for me for quite some time, that there is still a paucity of Muslim background 

theologising. 

RESOURCES: 

From Tanas: Just to say that Alpha have been contextualized in language and training. Again, it is all depends on who is 

doing the teaching and the training.  In the Middle East it has been changed to meet the culture. 

From Matt - Frontiers: isn't Alpha an evangelism tool, more than a discipleship tool? 

From Tanas: Alpha does have some evangelism tools in it but it is mostly discipleship and was made for Christians more 

than Muslims 

From Bryan: Elam have produced many discipleship resources. 

From Tanas: Also, a new training called Al Massira have been done specific to Muslims. Another one that we are using 

called Essential Discipleship.  

From Bryan: CRIB, Joining the Family, Come Follow Me have all produced discipleship advice and material. 

From Margretha: Quite recent Elam resource: https://www.safar.org/ 

From Dave: SAT-7's just resourced a Christian TV production unit in Tunisia, totally run by local believers!!! 

From Tanas: https://whenwomenspeak.net/ 

From Matt - Frontiers: Tim Green and Pat Brittenden are doing a lot with Muslim MBB theology promoting MBB voices 

from around the world. 

QUESTIONS: 

From Claire, St Barnabas Church: Can you recommend any discipleship tools that have been created by Muslim 

background Believers? 

From Colin: How can we help address issues of shame? 

From Phil, Mahabba: Could you share some of your own story and journey to Christ, your context …   what helped/ 

hindered? 

From Phil: Could you please repeat or unpack further what you mean about the need to emphasise salvation less and 

holistic transformation more? 

From Colin: What is your background?  Who are the theologians writing in that? 

From Trevor (OMF UK): It is interesting you used Andrei Rublev's Trinity Icon from the Russian Orthodox Church and not 

the Western church. The image of community and being drawn into the divine conversation. How can we learn from 

Muslim background believers in developing better communities that draw people in? 

From Dave: What resources are believers in the Muslim world using and why don't we use those? 

https://www.safar.org/
https://whenwomenspeak.net/

